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New Releases for the

Story Profiles
Get the scoop on the stories
in the new Story Profile
series starting in February.

Radio Drama
One Life
One Life is the joining of two lives
into one as the couple shares their
simple wedding with family and
friends. James Copperthwaite’s
“Memory of a Love” captures the
simple beauty of their wedding
ceremony.

The s2m story “The Rescue”
was converted to a radio
drama and was produced by
students in the “Acting for
Radio & Voice Over” class at
San Diego Mesa College in
December. Listen to it in the
new Radio Drama section on
the s2m website.

For February

Heart to Heart
Heart to Heart captures the
romance of Kate and Michael’s
wedding dance where only the two
exist in time at that moment. Paul
Reeves “Poignant Memory” music
conveys the gentle, yet mesmerizing,
waltz of their first dance.

“The Fire” is a dramatic
and moving story about
the power of true love,
friends and faith to
overcome a tragic
fire on the Kate and
Michael’s farm. You’ll
love the surprise ending!
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Volume 4, Issue 2

New Releases for

The Fire

Experience the drama as Kate, Michael and their
friends battle a fire on their farm in this three-part
story about the power of love, friends and faith in
a crisis. Music by Richard Allen Harvey creates a
dramatic and emotional experience.
You’ll love the surprise ending! Bring your kleenex!

Now in Paperback!

This is the companion
book for the audio story.
IIllustrated with 17 fullcolor pictures, children
love seeing the pictures
and following along in the
book while listening to the
audio story. This awardwinning story reminds us
of childhood memories,
the consequences of
selfishness and the power
of forgiveness.
Order on Amazon: https://
www.amazon.com/-/e/
B078G5862S?ref_=
pe_1724030_132998070
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Volume 4, Issue 3

New Story for

Coming in April,
May and June
In the Beginning

Kate and Michael are hosting their annual Emerald Isle Day
on their farm for family and friends. It’s an afternoon of Irish
activites and treats and an evening of Irish food, storytelling
and a live Celtic band. When Kate secretly observes Michael
playing his violin in the forest, she is transformed by it.

The
Violin

This Easter poem explores
the relationship between
God and His Son and
their plan for redemption.
Welcome Home
When Kate and Michael
stand before their new
home, Kate imagines the
life they will have there.
The Paper Anniversary

Richard Allen Harvey’s music, “Bridget Cruise,” has a lovely Irish
feel that fits the story perfectly! The violin solo is Bach’s Jesu, Joy
of Man’s Desiring.

Kate and Michael agree
to celebrate their paper
anniversary with surprise
gifts and new adventures.
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Volume 4, Issue 4

New Poetry2music for

Coming in May,
June and July!
Welcome Home
When Kate and Michael
stand before their new
home, Kate imagines the
life they will have there.

This Easter poem explores God’s relationship with His
Son before time began and their plan of salvation.

In the
Beginning

The Paper Anniversary
Kate and Michael agree
to celebrate their paper
anniversary with surprise
gifts and new adventures.
The Photograph

J.A. Maxwell-Saunders music, “Lost in Thought,” has a
lovely Church hymn feel that fits the story perfectly!

Kate explores Michael’s
passion for photography
and his photographic
process.
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Volume 4, Issue 5

New audio story for

Coming in June,
July and August!
Welcome Home
When Kate and Michael
stand before their new
home, Kate imagines the
life they will have there.

Kate marvels at Michael’s photographic process and his
camera lens view of life.

The
Photograph
J.A. Maxwell-Saunders’ music “Fields of Gold” is a lovely,
lush and emotional piece that fits the story perfectly!

The Paper Anniversary
Kate and Michael agree
to celebrate their paper
anniversary with surprise
gifts and new adventures.
The Jumping Lesson
Kate recalls how exciting
her first English jumping
lesson was at her aunt’s
riding school.
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Volume 4, Issue 6

The True Meaning of

A Lovely Gift!

The Beggar Child
An old toymaker’s magical dream
about a beggar child, enchanted
toys and a nativity ornament
teaches him the true meaning of
Christmas. Richard Allen Harvey’s
nostalgic music captures the spirit
of the season.

In the Beginning
This poetry2music explores God’s
relationship with His Son before
time began and their plan for
salvation for us. J. A. MaxwelSaunders’ music, “Lost in Thought,”
has a lovely church hymn feel that
fits the poem perfectly!

“The Boy Who Was Loved by
the Wind” is an award-winning
story published in the 2018
Bravura Literary Journal and
is available in paperback on
Amazon.
Illustrated with 17 full-color
pictures, this delightful
story will touch the hearts
of children and adults as
it reminds us of childhood
memories, the consequences
of selfishness and the power of
forgiveness.
Children love to listen to the
story while reading the book:
http://www.stories2music.com/
stories/boy_wind.html
Purchase your copy at https://
www.amazon.com/author/
kathymatthes
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